Patriot trailer amazon

The Patriot Campers X1 is our most popular Camper Trailer model and suits single explorers
right up to large families. Get off-road and experience all that this great country has to offer in
an x1. The X1-H features a remote controlled Hexocore TM lid that's solar powered and opens in
less than 60 seconds. The X1-N offers the X1 platform with a custom mounting solution so that
you can use a variety of tents or storage options, including no tent at all. This gives users the
ability to customize their camper trailer to suit their lifestyle as camping needs change. The first
of its kind, live-in camper trailer from Patriot Campers combines the famous outdoor living,
4WD track beating, tough-as-nails camper trailer with an easy to use, easy to set up, convenient
indoor living area. Get the comfort of a live in camper trailer paired with the unmatched
offroadability and quality engineering that you receive only with Patriot Campers. The X1 is
short enough to fit into most garages where you can keep your trailer on charge, packed and
ready to go. Watch this video to get a breakdown of each. Get Off-Road and Find Adventure. On
both the X1 and the X1H, the tents and bed systems are designed together as a complete
assembly, which is built into the top of the trailer itself. We aim to keep the purchase process as
simple as possible. If not, we can definitely incorporate your trailer into our next order. The
balance payment is generally requested upon the start of production in Australia. Because
circumstances do sometimes change, deposits and balance payments are refundable in full
upon the completed and successful sale of your reserved unit to a new buyer. For more details
or for any questions, give our sales team a call at or e-mail us at info explorationoutfitters. This
is a very common question. With any of the X1-chassis trailers X1, X1H, X1N the standard
configuration for hot water is a propane-fueled, instant hot water system. This system offers
pretty much instant hot water at both the shower connection and the kitchen sink, but requires
that you make two connections and open a compartment door each time you want to use hot
water. It requires no connections to be made, carries its own self-contained 3. You simply press
a button, and after about minutes, you have hot water available for showering and at the kitchen
sink. You also have the option to set timers on the system, which allows you to have hot water
and tent heating available when you wake up, etc. A subsidiary function of the Diesel Heating
System is that it also does offer some tent heating to the interior of the tent in the upper bed
area. While it will not turn the tent into a sauna its a tent after all , it does a good job of taking
the chill out of the air in the higher parts of the tent where the bed is generally located.
Additionally, in order to charge the trailers during towing, an Anderson connection to the rear
bumper is needed. Get in contact with our sales team at for more information or to answer any
questions. We strongly prefer that you do come to Oklahoma to pick up your trailer, and
encourage all buyers to do so. Additionally, if you need any additional accessories or any
vehicle components, those things can generally be accommodated at the same time. We have
camping opportunities in abundance within close proximity to our facility. Contact our sales
team at for more information or if you have any questions. My Cart. Roof Rack Accessories.
Front Runner Rhino Rack. Storage Solutions. A-Series Q-Series. F F F Ranger Raptor. Santa Fe
Tucson. Scout II. Sedona Sorento Sportage. Land Rover. Defender Discovery Range Rover. Ram
Trucks. Ram Ram Ram T5 Touareg. Get off-road and experience all that this great country has
to offer in an x1 Get More Info. Download Brochure. X1-N customize your lifestyle The X1-N
offers the X1 platform with a custom mounting solution so that you can use a variety of tents or
storage options, including no tent at all. Get More Info. X3 Live-in luxury The first of its kind,
live-in camper trailer from Patriot Campers combines the famous outdoor living, 4WD track
beating, tough-as-nails camper trailer with an easy to use, easy to set up, convenient indoor
living area. Easy Towing. Which Patriot Camper is Right for You? View Current Inventory.
Interested in Learning More? Fill the Form Out Below and We will contact you. Are the tents and
bed systems from the X1 or X1-H available to purchase separate for a camper trailer? I'm ready
to buy a Patriot Camper, what is the process? I see the option for a diesel heating system on
some of the trailers. What does it actually do? What do I need for my tow vehicle to be prepared
to tow my new Patriot, and where do I get it? After purchasing my Patriot Camper, will I need to
travel to Oklahoma to pick it up? We use cookies and similar tools to enhance your shopping
experience, to provide our services, understand how customers use our services so we can
make improvements, and display ads, including interest-based ads. Approved third parties also
use these tools in connection with our display of ads. If you do not want to accept all cookies or
would like to learn more about how we use cookies, click "Customise cookies". Select Your
Cookie Preferences We use cookies and similar tools to enhance your shopping experience, to
provide our services, understand how customers use our services so we can make
improvements, and display ads, including interest-based ads. Sorry, there was a problem
saving your cookie preferences. Try again. Accept Cookies Customise Cookies. Close Menu.
Travelling or based outside United Kingdom? Video availability outside of United Kingdom
varies. Sign in to see videos available to you. Patriot Season 1 Season 1 Season 2. To prevent

Iran from going nuclear, intelligence officer John Tavner must forgo all safety nets and assume
a perilous "non-official cover" -- that of a mid-level employee at a Midwestern industrial piping
firm. Please update or watch on Kindle Fire, mobile devices, game consoles, or other
compatible devices. Watch with Prime Start your day free trial. By ordering or viewing, you
agree to our Terms. Share Share. Edit Edit. Lightbulb Lightbulb. Episodes Related Details.
Episodes 10 Sort by Episode number Newest episodes Available to watch. Milwaukee, America.
Subtitles Subtitles. Audio Languages Audio Languages. A bout with PTSD, the government's
incompetence, and the intricacies of keeping his day job cause a barrage of ever-escalating
fiascos that jeopardize the mission. More purchase options. With the situation mounting in Iran,
getting back to Luxembourg looks grim as John struggles to adjust to life and work in
Milwaukee, while a driven homicide detective begins to build her case. Watch with Prime.
McMillan Man. John must make a desperate last minute push to remain on the travel team. Un
Monsieur Triste En Costume. John's effort to retrieve evidence brings him dangerously close to
Agathe. Tom arrives in Luxembourg to help John catch his breath only to ask more of him. The
Structural Dynamics of Flow. Agathe's case against John begins to mount while John
undertakes a desperate attempt to get his father's plan back on track. Meanwhile, Leslie's
hostility toward John reaches new heights. Hello, is Charlie There? John returns to Milwaukee a
person of interest in Agathe's investigation, while his already fragile mental state worsens. At
McMillan, Stephen's recovery and a sudden promotion further jeopardize the mission. L'Affaire
Contre John Lakeman. Agathe, headed back to Milwaukee to investigate John, crosses paths
with Alice. Tom receives critical new intelligence that may give him the upper hand in his plan to
influence the Iranian election. Dick Cheney. Agathe interrogates John just as Edward struggles
to establish his brother's alibi. A surprise visitor joins the McMillan duck hunt in a last minute
appeal to Leslie to allow John back on the travel team. Dead Serious Rick. John returns to
Luxembourg where his dedication to his father is put to the test, just as Agathe gathers final
evidence that may allow her to learn the truth about John. Who is John Lakeman? See the
unlucky spy and unlikely hero in action. Bonus: Inside Patriot: Music. Get an inside look at how
music plays a unique role in Patriot, as a form of folk music confessional. Customers who
watched this item also watched. Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more. There's a problem
loading this menu at the moment. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from United Kingdom. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. It's not often something
comes along that truly surprises me with its' originality and some ingenious script-writing and
characterization. Totally involving, intriguing and much surprisingly heartfelt compassion for
the protagonist whose familial loyalty is his undoing. Pure brilliance in the dark humour with
such small attention to detail as to leave me doubled over with laughter contrasted with
moments of melancholic poignancy that are also capable of bringing tears to your eyes. And the
music Stunned and impatiently waiting to be reunited with these characters again in a second
season. Thankfully, I'm not a spy. You know those days when everything, everyone, the
weather, your car, the wife, your boss.. Imagine you're a spy.. Beatifully made, great acting, alot
of very well known actors doing great characters. This will be another classic collectable. In
decades to come people will talk about this show.. I pray this gets picked up. Another reviewer
summed it up nicely when they said this is utterly brilliant. The writing is very strong. Dark, but
witty, full of humour and a joy from start to finish. I have watched it throug twice and this is the
BEST Amazon pilot I have seen, which is saying something as it is a very strong field. The
cinematography is wonderful too as is the pace which is refreshingly unhurried, but never slow
or dawdling. The cast too are excellent. I have always enjoyed Gil Bellows and he cameos in this
episode and is also the co-creator. I urge anyone, as strongly as possible, to watch, enjoy and
continue the barrage of high praise for this masterful piece of television. Please prove that
slightly quirky shows have a place in this world. Amazon, you've picked up pure gold here.
Please nurture it and let it grow. I had no idea what I was getting into but by the gods was I
happy I started. This is one of the best shows I've found on here. By all means it's clearly not for
everyone. It's very brutal, dry humor that leaves you shocked when you actually find yourself
laughing at certain scenes. There are moments where I even had to pause as I was so shocked
at what I had just witnessed. The actor who plays John is perfect at constantly expressing what
I can only describe as deep emotional discomfort and the direction, writing and actor choices
are just perfect. This is like James bond mixed with Fargo. I liked it a lot, but as a series surely it
can only go down hill, relying as it does on some really dark circumstantial comedy, Surely
such things aren't sustainable without a punchline. It would have been great as a mini series or
a film. Presumably as this pilot was made in , it's unlikely to continue as a series? Amazon, you

really should give us some information on it's front page as to the whether it's been terminated
or the like. Thanks for making it. Please do something with the idea. One person found this
helpful. At the time of writing this there are 14 souls that truly dislike the show 1 star voters.
That is the beauty of being human, we all have different taste. To me this is a very original story,
with a main character far from the stereotype. A James Bond skill wise whose actions have a
deep impact on his sanity, but even though he wants to stop and dedicate his life to his music
and wife he has a duty to fulfill more with his dad than with his country. Full of fascinating
characters, the pace might put some people off but many will find the show very entertaining
and will fall in love with it. Brilliant, original, and compelling. The plot is watertight and the
darkness of its tone a contributing factor. It's like there's a symbiotic relationship made in
Luxembourg, which is practically heaven Perhaps it helps that 'Lakeman' reminds me of Fraser
Anderson, don't know. I just loved this show. See all reviews. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Audible Download Audiobooks. DPReview Digital
Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon Business Service for business
customers. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Agathe, headed
back to Milwaukee to investigate John, crosses paths with Alice. Tom receives critical new
intelligence that may give him the upper hand in his plan to influence the Iranian election. John
returns to Luxembourg where his dedication to his father is put to the test, just as Agathe
gathers final evidence that may allow her to learn the truth about John. We've highlighted the
actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video.
Check out our gallery of the Golden Globe nominees in the leading and supporting acting
categories, as the characters they so brilliantly played and in real life. See the full gallery.
Search for " Patriot " on Amazon. John Tavner doesn't really fit in with his quirky colleagues at
the industrial piping corporation where he works. They don't really know much about him, but
what they don't realize is that his life has been anything but mundane. To prevent Iran from
going nuclear, he has assumed a fake persona as an average businessman when in reality he is
actually a highly skilled intelligence officer, who took the piping job because of the routine
business trips to Luxembourg, and because the job is secluded and too dull to be noticed.
Unfortunately for him a European cop is at his heels trying to discover who he is, his
incessantly grim and nervous coworker Mr. Icabod has figured out that he isn't who he says,
and Steven, a chubby employee with a recent brain injury, is starting to remember a horrible act
which John may have inflicted. Written by Gasmaskproductionsbooks. I almost don't want to
give away a thing. That is how I came across this show by chance. I got lucky. Unfortunately
Amazon never promoted properly or adequately so it's remaining a hidden gem. I'll just say if
you like unexpected comedy, puzzle drama, music, and great cinematography, go watch this
now if you haven't yet. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of
everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites.
Company Credits. Technical Specs. Episode List. Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide.
External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo
Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate This. Episode Guide.
Follows the complicated life of intelligence officer John Tavner, whose latest assignment - to
prevent Iran from going nuclear - requires him to forgo all safety nets and assume a perilous
non-official cover. Creator: Steve Conrad. Watch on Prime Video included with Prime. Added to
Watchlist. Top-Rated Episodes S1. Error: please try again. Streaming TV: Renewed and
Canceled. Top 25 tv shows. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Patriot â€” 8. Use the HTML
below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Episodes Seasons. Edit
Cast Series cast summary: Michael Dorman John Tavner 18 episodes, Kurtwood Smith Leslie
Claret 18 episodes, Michael Chernus Edward Tavner 18 episodes, Kathleen Munroe Alice Tavner
18 episodes, Aliette Opheim Detective Agathe Albans 18 episodes, Chris Conrad Tom Tavner 18
episodes, Julian Richings Peter Icabod 15 episodes, Gil Bellows Lawrence Lacroix 14 episodes,
Zoe Schwartz Sophie 12 episodes, Tony Fitzpatrick Jack Birdbath 12 episodes, Jolie Olympia
Choko Stephen Tchoo 9 episodes, Antoine McKay Gregory Gordon 9 episodes, Charlotte Arnold
Mahtma El-Mashad 8 episodes, Azhar Usman Kkyman Candahar 8 episodes, Mike O'Connell
Ron 8 episodes, Chastity Dotson Edit Storyline John Tavner doesn't really fit in with his quirky
colleagues at the industrial piping corporation where he works. Edit Did You Know? Trivia The
guitar that John plays in the series is a Cole Clark; this is probably Michael Dorman's own
guitar, as he hails from New Zealand and the maker is a well known antipodean luthier. Goofs In
the opening scene, the pipeline company executives grill the main character about his
knowledge of pipelines. The head honcho mispronounces the type of weld he is asking about a fillet weld - which is correctly pronounced "fill-it". Hello, John. John Tavner : Hey. Peter
Cassius Icabod : [ confused ] John, why did you ask if my last name, Icabod, was a nickname?
John Tavner : I didn't. Peter Cassius Icabo
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d : Yes you did, John. You mentioned it. You said, quote, "hey, what's your last name, Peter,
anyway? I said, "Icabod", you said, "I thought that was a nickname". Why did you think that?
John Tavner : [ awkwardly ] Just Peter Cassius Icabod : [ annoyed ] Is it because I look like I live
in an enchanted forest in a grim fairy-tale, wearing a cloak or some-such? Was this review
helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Add the first question. Language: English. Runtime: 58 min.
Sound Mix: Dolby Digital. Color: Color. Edit page. Add episode. Clear your history. John Tavner
18 episodes, Leslie Claret 18 episodes, Edward Tavner 18 episodes, Alice Tavner 18 episodes,
Detective Agathe Albans 18 episodes, Dennis McClaren 18 episodes, Tom Tavner 18 episodes,
Peter Icabod 15 episodes, Lawrence Lacroix 14 episodes, Sophie 12 episodes, Jack Birdbath 12
episodes, Stephen Tchoo 9 episodes, Gregory Gordon 9 episodes, Mahtma El-Mashad 8
episodes, Kkyman Candahar 8 episodes, Ron 8 episodes, Carol 8 episodes,

